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   KNipLiNG  ancl  McGuiRE's  {1966) equation  clescribing the  competition  between  phero-
mane  traps  and  adult  females  for adult  males  was  critically  discusscd. It was  revealed  that

their equation  could  net  properly deal with  such  competition  because of  the  unrealistic  as-

sumptions  thcy  aclepted  in it. A  new  equation  was  developed in this papcr, and  thc  rcla-

tionship  between the number  of  males  captured  in traps  and  the  number  of  females  mating

was  derived from it. Data  I'rorn cempetition  experiments  were  applied  to thls new  equation

and  it was  shown  that  it is applicable  to a  wide  variety  of  trap-female  competition  situations.

INTRODUaTION

    In recent  years, traps baited with  virgin  females or  with  a  sex  pheromone have

been  widely  used  for monitoring  in$ect populations and  for the  control  of  pest insects.

The  cficiency  ofattraction  of  these pheromone  traps  is largely influenced by  such  factors

as  ternperature  (6TAKE and  OyAMA, 1974), wind  velocity  (NAKAMuRA, 1976) and  com-

petition between the  trap  and  native,  free-living females. Of  these factors, the Jatter
is an  essential  component  whcn  considering  pheromone traps. KNipLiNG and  Mc-

GuiRE  (1966) pointed out  the  importance  of  this component  in the attraction  of  males

to pheremone traps, and  they  proposed a  simple  equation  describing the  competition

between pheromone  traps and  virgin  females. Using this equation,  they  evaluat-

ed  the effects  of  pheromone  traps on  tlie suppression  of  insect population. This equa-
tion has been  widcly  used,  not  on]y  in the  case  of  constructing  a  population model

to include the control  effect  of  pheromone  traps  (RoELoFs et  al.,  1970), but also  in
estimating  trap  efllciency  (HowELL, 1974),

    Hewever,  KNipLiNG  and  McGumE's  equation  is inadequate as  a  trap-female

competition  equation  (see discussion following). Trap  eMciency  cannot  be estimated

correctly  using  this equation.  Therefore, a  more  practicable equationwas  developed
in this paper. This new  equation  was  applied  to experimental  results  and  a  prac
tical problem,

                                    176
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       EQIUATIONS  FOR  COMPETITION  BETWEEN  PHEROMONE  TRAPS  AND

                     ADULT  FEMALES  FOR  ADULT  MALES

1. Knipling and  McGuire's eguation

    KNipLiNG  and  McGumE  (1966) estimated  the  eflt]cts of  male  captures  in phero-
mone  traps, on  a  decrease in an  insect pest population. In this estimation  they

used  the  fo11owing equation  for trap  eMciency,  E:

                          E-r..V6                                                                       (1)
                           

-
 Fo+Vh

when  there  exists  Ph native  females capable  of  mati'ng  and  Vh pheromone traps in an

area.  (It is assumed  in the  following discussions that  Fli and  the  number  of  males

(Mo,) are  enough  large to mate  each  other).  In eq.  (l) V6 represents  the  number

of  virgin  females baited in all  traps. The  attractiveness  of  a  virgin  female baited in
a  trap  is assurned  to be equal  to that  ofa  native  female. Ifall males,  Mh  individuals,
existing  in an  area,  are  capable  either  of  mating  with  native  females or  of  being cap-

tured  in traps during a  certain  period, and  there  are  no  males  escaping  cither  mating

or  capture  during this period, then  the number  of  males  captured  in traps, R, can  be
written  as  follows:

                       R-EMh  --  
-fib-+VhJfo

 Mb  -Ff"  }IVvh6, (2)

if Mo==Fu'

    In the more  general situation  where  the sex  ratio  of  adult  insects is notl:1,but

MhlPh==  c (c is a  constant),  R  is expressed  in the  fo11owing manner:

                              cplavfo

                          
R--i-ib-+v6--･

 (3)

On  the other  hand, the  number  of  fernales mating  with  males,  m,  can  be expressed  as

                              4Mh
                          

M='Fb+iJl''-
 (4)

    This equation  explicitly  shows  that  the  number  of  females mating  increases with

an  increase in the  number  of  native  males,  limitlessly. In other  words,  it is assumed
in KNipLiNG-McGuiRE  equation  that  females are  capable  of  mating  [repeatedly,
without  limit. It would  seem  that  this assumption  is unrealistic,  bccause females
of  almost  all  insect species  have  a  certain  period, say  one  day after  their last mating,

during which  they  can  not  mate.

    From  eqs,  (2) and  (4) we  obtain  an  equation  describing the relationship  between
the number  ofcaptures,  R, and  the  number  offemales  mating,  m,  expressed  as fo11ews:

                             G
                          

M-
 v, 

R'
 (5)

This equation  indicates that, as  R  increases there  is a  proportienal increase in m  Csee
Fig. 1), but this situation  does not  represent  the  true  relationship  seen  in nature.  The
reason  for the  diflerence in nature  is tbat  it is impossible for a  female to mate  repeat-

edly,  without  limit.

    Ncxt, let us  examine  the relationship  between  the number  of  native  females, Fb,
and  the  number  of  captured  males,  R. Eq. (3) can  be rewritten  as
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 Fig. 2. The  relationship  between the

number  of  males  capttired,  R, during a

ccrtain  peried, and  the  number  af  native

virgin  females present,  Fo, using  the  new

equation  CA) and  using  the  KNi?LiNa-

MaGvmE  equation  (B), 
'rhe

 scx  ratio

is assurned  Lo  be I:1 and  the  number

of  femaleg baited in traps, Vo, to be

100.

          Fl' =',  pRb JVhR 
' (6)

Plotting Ej (on a  logarithmic scale)  against  R,
we  obtain  the  curve  of  Iih approaching  a  certain

value  of  R, as  shown  in Fig. 2. Thc  trend  of

the  lih curve  is explicitly  shown  by cq,  <3),
since  R  approaches  c17h  as  I;h increases in-
finitely. In other  words,  the number  of

captures  never  exceeds  a  certain  value  which

is determined by  the number  of  traps and  the
scx  ratio  of  adults.  This unrealistic  trend  of

the  Ph curve  was  first neted  by HowE-  (1974)
and  led him  to  concludc  that  the  pheromone
trap  could  not  be used  as  a  monitoring  tool

in insect populations. However, this tre,nd  is
not  due  to a  characteristic  ofpheromone  traps,

but rather  to an  unrealistic  assumption  adopted

in KNipmNa-McGuiRE  equation.  In their

equation  (i.e,, eq.  (1)), it is assumed  that

native  females' for mating  are  equivalent  to

pheromone  traps:  that  is, both females and

traps can  
"mate"

 repeatedly  withoutlimit,  In
the preceding discussion it was  pointed out

that  this is true for pheromonc  traps, but
not  for females.

    Thcretbre, more  rcalistic  equations  based
on  reasonable  assumptions  need  to be de-
veloped.

both  females and  males  are  incapable
Then,  each  female has a  pheromone active

be attracted  to the female and  will  mate  with  her.

trap  active  spaces  is b mZ.  The  area  of  active  space

2. A  new  equation

    Consider a  closed  area  having a  size  of  S
m2,  that  a  fernales and  Mo  rnales,  capable

ofmating,  are  randomly  distributed within  it
andthatphcromonetrapsarclaidinit.  (Again,
both I7li and  Mh  are  assumed  to be enough

large to matc  each  other.)  Assume  that  neither

irnmigration nor  emigration  of  either  males  or

females occurs  into or  
･from

 this area  during
a  certain  period ef  P, say  one  night,  Also as-

sume  that no  deaths, except  captures  in traps,
occur  during this period. Thus, 4  holds con-
stant  and  Mo  decreases only  by captures  dur-
ing a  period ofP.  b'urthermore, assume  that

of  mating  more  than once  during this period.'
 space,  a  m2,  and  if a  male  enter  it, he will

          Similarly, the  sum  of  all pheromone
           overlap,  between  females, between
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traps  and  betwcen females and  traps, is assumed  to be smali  enough  to be ignored.
Let mt  be the number  of  females mating  until  time  t and  R, the number  of  males  cap-

tured  in traps  until  timet(tSP).  Then,  the rate  of  females mating  during the small

timc  interval from  t to t+!lt  will  equal  the  number  of  males  in the  pheromone  active

space  of  the females at  time  t: that  is,

                        mt+rit-mt  a

                       
=
 At'"-'=sFtMt=ctFtMt  (7a)

where  4  and  Ml  are  the numbers  of  females and  males  at  time  t, respectively,  and

ct==alS.

    Similarly, the rate  of  males  captured  in the  trap  during a  time  interval frorn t to

t+At  will  equal  the  number  of  males  enteringXthe  active  space  of  the traps: that  is,

                       Rt  E.rit-Rt  b

                          At 
'-=sMt='6Mt

 (7b)

where  fi==b/S.
    If At approaches  O, we  get the  fo11owing equations  firorn eqs.  (7a) and  (7b):

    Since both  female and  male

period after  their last mating
the  remaining  males  capable

and  capturc  in the trap  until

can  be rewritten  as  fo11ows:

    From  eqs.  (9a) and  (9b),
mt  as

  'In

 this cquation  m  approaches

reasonable  because females are

and  becausc the number  of  females
fcmales, lib.

    Next, Iet us  consider  the  relationship  between  R

are  capable  eithcr  of  mating

the  fbllowing expressions:

                       4

                       P',

where  C  is the  difference between
shown  in Fig. 2. In this  figure,
limit. This  result  is realistic

dinc
    =aFtMt  (8a)
 de,IR,

    =-  fi M,.  (8b)
 dt

    arc  assumed  to  be incapable of  mating  for a  certain

,F,
 equals  ]Fb-m,  during this period. On  the other  hand,

of  mating  at  time  t are  those  which  escaped  both mating

  time  t: i,e,, Mo-m,-R,.  Therefore, eqs.  (8a) and  (8b)

dmt
    L-ct<Fb--mt)(M,-mt--R,)  (9a)
 dtctRt

    ='  fi (Mh-mt -R,).  (9b)
 dt                                             '

 we  gct an  equation  fbr the  relationship  between  R, and

  mt=]Fb(1  -e' f, "t). (10)

   I;b as  R, increases infinitely (Fig. 1). This  result  is

   assumed  to mate  only  once  during a  certain  period
      having mated  never  exceeds  the initial number  of

                   ,
 and  f7li, Assuming  that  all maLes

with  females or  of  being captured  in traps, we  can  write

=R,e'S'R`  (when FbsMb>  (11a)

=(R,-Fc)erg  
Rt
 (when Fh>Mb),  (11b)

     Fo and  A4h (i.e., C=Fh-Mb).  
rlihe

 curve  of  Fh is

   the  E] curve  increases with  an  increase in R, without

  and  expected  in nature.
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    APPLICATION  OF  THESE  NEW  EQIUATIONS  TO  EXPERIMENTAL  DATA  AND

                          A  PRACTIaAL  PROBLEM
         '
A. ExPerimental dLzta
1. Cbmpetitien for adult  male  opodilPtera litzara

    A  phermone trap  baited with  20 virgin  female S. titura was  placed near  the  pe-
riphery  of  a  closed  330-m2 greenhouse in which  tare, Cblocasia antieuorum  Schott, was

planted, 20 virgin  females of  S. Iitura, each  of  which  was  tethered  to a  pole, were

systematically  distributed throughout  the  greenhouse. Two  hundred males  were  released

in the  evening.  The  number  ofmales  captured  in the  trap  and  the  number  offemales

mating  during the night  were  counted  the next  morning.  Three similar  experime-

nts  were  conducted  using  50, IOO and  200 females respectively.  In each  case,  the
number  of  males  was  held constant  at  200. These experiments  were  repeated  four
times  for each  number  of  females,

Table 1. ExpERiMENTAL  DATA  FRoM  SPedoPtera litura TRAp-FEMALE  aoMpETiTioN

                    AND  THE  EsTIMATE oF  P*1eva
No.  of  tethered  No. of  females Rate  of

  females baited in mating

     Fo atrap,  Vh m!Fo

 Ne. ofcaptures

  R

fi*f.b

New  eq. K-MG  eq.

 20
 50IOO200

20202020 O.88e,78O.66O.52 34281210 O,802O.925O.556O,6Sl1.9321,795O,909O.962

a  2oo rnaleg-were  relE'aseaf  in each  experiment･  

'

b
 S*fa (the ratio  of  the  attractiveness  of  one  virgin  female as  bait in a  trap  to that of  one

 tethered  female) was  estimated  using  a  new  equation  and  using  the KNipLiNG-MeGumE  equa-

 tion  (K-MG  eq,),

    Tab]e 1 shows  the mean  ratio  of  females mating,  m/fib,  and  the mean  number

of  males  captured  in the  trap, R. Substituting these  values  in eq,  (IO), we  obtained

the attractiveness  ratio  of  the trap  to a  tethered  female, fi1ct. Thc  corresponding  value

to fifec in KNipmNG-McGuiRE  equation  is, by  definition, Vh. Then,  the expected

value  of  Vh was  obtained  by substituting  the value  of  tn ancl  that  ofR  in eq.  (5). The
values  obtained  (6!or or  Vh) were  divided by the  nurnber  of  fernales baited in the  trap

so  as  to  produce  the  attractiveness  ratio  of  a  virgin  female, baited in the  trap, to that

ofa  tethered  female. (Let us  denote this by fi*1or,) The  values  offi*!oc  are  presented
in Table 1. If the attractiveness  ofa  female does not  difler between thc trap  and

one  tethered,  then  fi*1or is expected  to take  a  value  around  unity.  As  seen  in Table  1,
the values  of  6*/a obtained  using  the  new  equation  were  less than  1. In contrast,

the values  obtained  using  the KNipLiNG-MaGumE  equation  were  greater than  1,
where  there were  a  significantly  larger number  of  males  than  tethered  females. These
unexpected  results  were  apparently  caused  by  the  unrealistic  assumption  adopted

in KNipLiNG-McGuiRE  equation:  that is, that  both native  females and  females
baited in traps are  capable  ef  mating  without  limit. These  results  clearly  show  that

the equation  developed in this paper is more  applicable  to experimental  data than

is the KNipLiNG-McGuiRE equation,
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2. WoFvELL's (1974J competitionfor  codling  rnoths

    HowELL  (l974) placed 14 traps, each  baited with  le virgin  codling  moth  females,
Laspayresia Pomonetla (L,), in an  orchard  where  codling  moths  were  absent.  A  certain

number  of  females and  males  were  rcleased  in the  orchard  and  the  number  of  males

captured  in traps was  recorded.  On  another  occasion  malcs  alone  were  released

and  the  number  captured  in traps was  recorded.  HowELL  calculated  the  percent
capture  ofmales,  using  KNipLING-McGuiRE  equation,  when  both  fernales and  males

were  released.  In this calculation  he used  the estimated  number  of  males  remaining

in the orchard,  rather  than  the  actual  number  of  males  released.  This estimate  was

obtained  by multiplying  the  number  of  males  released  by their rate  of  capture  in traps

when  males  alone  were  released.  His experimental  data and  calculations  are  pre-
sented  in Table  2. This table  shows  that  the  cxpected  (calculated) percents captured

were  much  smaller  than  the actual  percent captured.

    Table 2. ExpERiMENTAr. DATA  FRoM  CoDLiNG  MoTH  TRA?-FEMALE  CoMpETmON  (TAKEN
         FRoM  TABLE  l IN  HowELL  (1974)) AND  THE  ExpEaTED  PERaENT  CApTuRED
           t ttt              '

            No･ of  Expected No. of  Expected . 
%  

of
 

capturese
 .

  Date females                     females                              males                                      males

             Fo remaining  n4h remaining  Actual Neweq･  
KEY,Gcll12:IIEaLtiLo':

'Juiy
 3ia ib'oo sos 2oo 6i gLs io,i g,5 3.7

 Aug.  19a 1000 505  , 200  101  16.0 11.8 11.0 6.2

 Aug.  11b 500 35 100 . 7 O 4.7 4,7 O,9

 
a
 McPHERseN's  orchard.

  b  WEEKs'  orchard,

 
C
 Estimated using  thc  new  equation  and  using  KNTpuNG-McGuiRE  ¢ quation (K-MG  eq.)-

    However, his calculation  is not  correct,  since  a  certain  number  of  females re-

leased would  also  leave the  orchard.  Therefore, we  need  to estimatc  the  number  of

females remaining  in the orchard  and  to usc  this estimate  in the calculation.  Hence,
the  rate  of  capture  of  males  in traps was  used  in this paper in estimating  the  number

of  females remaining.  The  percent captured  was  recalculated  applying  the  estimated

numbers  of  females and  males  remaining  in the  orchard  to KNipLiNG-McGuiRE
equation.  Similarly, the  percent captured  was  obtained  using  eqs.  (11) (the new

equation  developed here). The  results  of  these calculations  are  presented in Table  2.
The  values  obtained  dicl not  diflbr greatly between KNi?LiNG-McGuiRE  equation

and  the  new  equation.  Also, the  actual  values  for percent captured  did not  differ
greatly. In these experiments  the  number  of  males  released  was  far smaller  than  the

number'  of  females, Thus, in this situation,  we  expect  no  large diflerence, between
the  equations,  in the number  captured,  R. Frem  the  preceding we  can  see  that  the

calculations  obtained  in thjs paper are  expected  and  to be reasonable.

B. Probgem: ne  efiirct oftime lag, in the start offotnale mating  aativities,  on  the rate  of ccipture
    In almost  all  insects the start  ofthe  mating  activity  in adult  males  will  synchronize

with  that  of  adult  females. However,  it has been rcported  that  males  of  Hblomelina
aurantiaca  begin their search  for femalcs earlier  than  the  females begin their calling

(CARDE, 1974).  Similar phenomena  are  also  known  in f!7nanthedon hector (YAGiNuMA
et  al., 1977) and  Plutella Jwlostella  (YAMADA, personal communication).  In thesc
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cases  it is expected  that  the male  adult,  initiating his mating  activity  before that  of  the

female, is attracted  only  to  the  trap  baited with  synthetic  sex  pheromones.  Therefore,
the  capture  of  males  in traps will  highly suppress  mating  with  native  females in these

species  (TAMAKi and  NAKAMuRA,  1976).

    In ordcr  to establish  w}]at  eflbct  could  be expected,  we  calculated  the number

of  females mating,  m,  and  the number  of  males  captured,  R, when  the  mating  activ-

ity of  the male  begins earlier  than  that  of  the female. For  these calculations,  eqs,

･(9a) and  (9b) were  moclified  semewhat,  Thus, if the  time  interval from thc start  of

the male  mating  activity  to that of  the female is represented  by T; ct in eq.  (9a) is re-

plaeed with  O, when  t<T,  When  tl}l7'; ct takes  a  certain  constant  value.  Then,

eqs.  (9a) and  (9b) can  be selved  simultaneously  using  a hybrid computer,  HIDAS

2000X. Some  examples  of  such  ca]culations  are  shown  in Fig. 3, In this  figure, it
was  assumed  that  the female continues  to re]ease  pheromone for a  period of  four hours
and  that  the  male  can  search  for a  female during this period. The  value  of  cr was

calculated  firom KAwAsA-  and  MiyAsHiTA's  (1976) spodoptera litura field data and  the

value  obtained  (i,e., ct=O.O1275/hr)  was  used  in the  calculatiens  here, The  attrac-

tiveness of  thc  trap, fi, was  taken  to equal  or in Fig. 3. As seen  in this figure, the ratio

of  capture  increased with  an  increase in T  (i.e., the time  interval from  the  start  of

male  mating  activity  to that  of  the  female). However,  the  ratio  of  femalcs mating

decreased with  an  incrcasc in Tl

    Fig, 4 shows  the ratio  of  female mating  when  both T  ancl  fi were  changed.  When

fi is smaller  than  ct, the decrease in the ratio  of  mating  is not  large, even  if T  is taken
to be 4hrs, However,  the  suppression  of  mating  increases with  an  increase in fi. As

a  result,  when  61}l IOa, no  female is expected  to mate  with  a  male  at  T>20  min.  Ap-

parently this calculation  shows  that the  more  the  number  of  traps placed, the  higher
the suppression  of  female mating.  This increase in suppression  is due  to the  time

lag effbct  in the start  of  female mating  activity.

o[-E:':"fE-.---Lt

 !':E:.g1･V,p.

 .!r,
 tsct et

c'].

().4'

cj,1･t

     o
        OL  .l O2  ,1 --2 O

                     
titiTTI/tt

 

tlt

 Fig, S. Thc  ratio  of  capture,  RIA4o, and

femalc rnzting,  mtFo,  at  time  t when  the

mating  behaviour earlier  than  the  female.

the time  lag until  female mating  behaviour

The  attractiveness  of  a  trap is assumed  te

that of  a  nazive  female (i.e., ct=-fi).

. 4･ 1'w

the  ratio  ef

male  begins
T  represents

cornmences,

be equal  to

(1
il. o･ 
.E.tiE
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female),
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DISCUSSION

    The  new  equation  developed in this paper, fbr competition  between  pheromone
traps and  adult  females for adult  males,  compensates  suMciently  for the unrealistic

assumptions  included in the  KNipLiNG-McGuiRE  equation,  However,  this new

equation  is based on  two  important assumptions.  First, it was  assumed  that  both
females and  males  neither  emigrate  from  nor  immigrate into the arca  concerned  during
the experimental  period. This assumption  will  net  hold for many  insect species.

However, since  M,  is not  included in eqs.  (IO), (11a) and  (11b), thcse equations

hold independently of  the  number  of  males.  In other  words,  it is necessary  to

cxamine  only  the  number  of  females emi'grating  and  immigrating  in order  to obtain

more  exact  relationships  between m  and  R  and  between ]Fb  and  R. This is an  important

problem which  should  bc investigated in the future,

    The  second  assumption  upon  which  the new  equation  is based is that  the  overlap

between  the pheromone active  space  of  a  trap  and  that  of  a  female is small  enough

to be neglected,  This assumption  also  does not  hold in many  cases.  For example,

the  maximurn  distance from  sourcc  of  the  pheromone  active  space  of  a  EPodoptera litura
female is estimatcd  te be ca.  60m  (NAKAMuRA and  KAwAsAKi,  1977), Thcrefore,
it must  be expected  in species  with  Iarge active  spaces  that  trap-femalc  active  space

overlap  will  be significant.  Similariy, trap-female  overlap  will  bc significant  in spe-

cies  where  the  population density is high,

    However,  if a  malc  entering  a  region  of  trap-female  overlap  is randomly  attracted

to either  of  the pheromone  sources  then, eqs.  (9a) and  (9b) (and also  their derivative
equations)  are  still valid.  Therefore, what  we  must  reveal  here is the  way  in which

a  male  orients  himsetf when  he enters  a  reg,ion  of  trap-female  pheromone  ovcrlap.

OyAMA's  (1974) experimental  results  on  S. titura suggest  that a  male  orients  towards
the  source  of  pheromone  emitting  the higher concentration  (i.e., a  pheromone  trap),
and  is attracted  te it. In these cases,  6* (the attractiveness  of  one  female baited in
the  trap) is not  taken  to equal  or (the attractiveness  of  one  active  female). Therefore,
it is necessary  to examine  the  behaviour of  males  entering  the region  of  active  space

overlap  in order  to obtain  the  cxact  value  of  6*1oc. Of  cource,  fi*/cr will  not  be con-

stant,  but  rather  expressed  as  a  functien of  female density. The  estimation  ef  6*for
is an  important problem in obtaining  cxact  relationship  bctwcen  R  and  m,  and  betwccn
R  and  Fb,
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